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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks, localization is a
required fundamental service to know the position of a sensor
node within the network. The task of localization is performed
after random deployment of all sensor nodes and is very useful
in different types of services such as data tagging, node
tracking, and target detection. Recently, numerous localization
techniques based on DV-hop mechanism have been proposed.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of DV-hop
localization techniques and make comparison of their
approaches and performances. Based on the findings and
analysis, some open research issues related to DV-hop
localization techniques are suggested.
Index Terms—Localization; DV-Hop; Wireless Sensor
Network; Anchor; Localization Error; Energy Consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a cooperative
distributed system which consists of thousands small and
resource-constrained sensor nodes and one or more sink
node/nodes [1]. The main task of a sensor node is to observe
physical phenomena and to transmit the observed data to the
sink node through multi-hop communication [1-2]. In many
applications of WSN such as environmental monitoring,
battlefield surveillance, target tracking, position-based
routing, medical care of old people, parking space detection,
etc, geographical location of sensor nodes is required to
detect the location of an event [1-4].
In the literature, localization techniques have been widely
addressed since it is used for different types of locationbased services such as tracking of the sensor nodes, target
detection, data tagging, clustering, topology control etc. The
event information is not worthy if the location of node that
has detected the given event is unknown. For example, in
fire surveillance system, the location where fire (event) has
occurred is as important as the detection of fire.
Furthermore, the position of sensor nodes can be used in the
optimization of different data routing and MAC protocols in
WSN. A simple way to determine a node’s location is to
equip a GPS on the sensor. However, the main limitation of
GPS-based localization is that it does not work well in an
indoor environment as well as dense areas such as forests
and mountains, where GPS device may not get line-of-sight
with GPS satellites. In addition, GPS device is very
expensive and consumes a lot of energy for energyconstrained sensor node.
WSN localization problem has drawn a huge attention
from researchers and many solutions are proposed on this

research topic. In [3], Han et al. surveyed several
localization schemes and classified them into different
categories of range-based, range-free, historical information
based, geometric based and time-based localization
algorithms. Among all, range-free based localization
schemes are very popular due to their low-cost service. The
schemes use connectivity information between unknown
nodes and anchor nodes for estimation of the node’s
location. DV-hop based localization technique is recognized
as the most popular technique and various variants of the
improved DV-hop based localization schemes have been
proposed in the literature [4-12].
In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of the
well-known DV-hop based localization techniques. This
survey is different from the previous localization survey
papers, as it includes almost all recent developments in the
DV-hop based localization schemes since the beginning of
2013. The reason why the DV-Hop algorithm is chosen is
that this is the most popular among all other localization
algorithms because of its simplicity, cost effectiveness,
scalability and accuracy. It is also suitable to find the
location of even those nodes, which have less than three
neighboring nodes. We discuss traditional DV-hop based
localization algorithm, followed by a discussion on the
different improvements suggested on the traditional DV-hop
based schemes. Following the summary of the different
improved DV-hop based schemes, we summarize the
different DV-hop schemes in a table and discuss the
performance analysis of these schemes in terms of
communication
overhead,
accuracy
and
energy
consumption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we present related work most relevant to this paper. In
Section II, we present traditional DV-hop based localization
algorithm in details with its working example. Section III
presents the state-of-the-art improved-DV-hop based
localization algorithm. In Section IV, we discuss the
performance analysis of all variants of DV-Hop based on
their working approach and performance metrics. Finally,
we conclude the paper with some future research issues.
II. TRADITIONAL DV-HOP ALGORITHM
This section presents the description of traditional DVHop localization algorithm and its limitations. The
parameters and variables used in the description of the DVHop algorithm are described in Table 1.
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Niculesco and Nath [4] proposed one of the best-known
range-free approach based localization algorithm, called
DV-Hop algorithm. It is a distributed hop-by-hop
localization scheme that gives an approximate location of all
nodes in a network by using a small number of GPSequipped sensor nodes. In this algorithm, each node first
calculates its minimum hop count to the anchor node and
then estimates the distance between the node and the anchor
node. Each node estimates its location using triangulation
mechanism. The pseudo code of DV-Hop Algorithm is
depicted in Algorithm 1.

count from each anchor. In this example, Node N is 3 hop
counts away from anchor A1, 3 hop counts away from
anchor 2 and 2 hop counts away from anchor A3. The
Anchor A1 is 3 hop counts far from anchor A2 and is at the
distance of 5 hop counts from anchor A3. The Anchor A2 is
5 hop counts far from A3.

Table 1
Symbol Table for DV-Hop Algorithm
Symbol
i
(xi,yi)
hi
Ahdi

Description
ID for a node.
x and y coordinates of node
Hop count from anchor i.
Average distance per hop computed by anchor i
Figure 1: Example of DV-Hop localization algorithm

Algorithm 1: Pseudo Code of DV-Hop Algorithm
1. For each anchor i,
(a) Set hopcount hi =0.
(b) Broadcast self location (i, xi,yi,hi) to all neighbours.
2. For each receiving neighbour,
(a) Let hir=hi received in the packet, and
hit=hopcount stored in its hopcount table
(b) If hit=0 or hir < hit-1,then
hir=hir+1
Set hit=hir
broadcast the packet(i, xi,yi,hir) to all neighbours.
else
discard packet
3. For each anchor i,
(a) Compute Ahdi.
(b) Broadcast Ahdi to all neighbours
4. For each receiving node,
(a) Compute distance from every anchor.
(b) Compute its location using least square method.
5. Stop

DV-hop algorithm works in three phases that are
described as follows:
Phase 1: Determining minimum hop counts of every node:
In this phase, each anchor node conveys its location
information to its neighbor nodes, which further conveys to
its neighbor nodes so that all the nodes in the network get
this information by broadcasting a small packet. The packet
contains <xi, yi, hi> information where xi,yi are x and ycoordinates of anchor i and hi represents hop count. The
initial value of hi is 0. Each node maintains its hop count
table containing <i, xi, yi, hi> for each anchor i. When the
packet is received by any node, it checks its own table and if
the value of hi stored in its table is less than hi value received
by it, then it ignores that received value; otherwise it
increments hi value by 1 and stores the new value of hi for
anchor i in its table. After saving this value, it forwards the
packet with updated value of hi to all its neighbors. In this
way, after the first phase, each node gets minimum hopcount from every anchor node and has updated hop-count
table. Figure 1 illustrates the working of Phase 1.
In Figure 1, there are three anchors A1, A2, A3 and
unknown node N in a wireless sensor network. All these
three anchors convey their message containing information
about their location and hop count to all other nodes in the
network. All the nodes after receiving the given message,
update their hop count table. For example, after phase 1,
unknown node N has updated the hop count table as shown
in Table 2. The unknown node N gets the minimum hop
62

Table 2
Table containing <i,xi,yi,hi> for each anchor i maintained by node N
Anchor id
1
2
3

xi coordinate
100
250
400

yi coordinate
200
400
100

Hop counts
3
3
2

Phase 2: Determining average hop distance: In this
phase, each anchor Ai estimates average distance per
hop(AvgHopDistancei) using Equation (1).
AvgHopDistancei =

2
2
∑n
j=1 j#i √(xi −xj ) + (yi − yj )

∑n
j=1 j#i hj

(1)

where n is the total number of anchors in the network, j
denotes all other anchors and hj is the number of hops
between anchor i and anchor j, (xi,yi) and (xj,yj) represents
coordinates of anchors i and j, respectively. After computing
average hop distance, each anchor Ai broadcasts it in the
network. Then, each node i who does not know its location
computes its distance from the anchor Ai using Equation (2).
𝑑𝑖 = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 × ℎ𝑖

(2)

For the network, as shown in Figure 1, anchor A1, A2 and
A3 first compute their average hop distances using Equation
(1). Thus, anchor A1, A2 and A3 determine their average
hop distances from each anchor using Equation (1), as
shown in Table 3.
The anchor A1 computes its average hop distance as
shown below:
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒1 =

√(𝑥1 −𝑥2 )2 +(𝑦1 −𝑦2 )2 +√(𝑥1 −𝑥3 )2 +(𝑦1 −𝑦3 )2
ℎ2 +ℎ3

that is,
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒1 =

√(100−250)2 +(200−400)2 +√(100−400)2 +(200−100)2
3+5

= 70.7

Similarly, in this way, anchors A2 and A3 computes its
average hop distances.
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Table 3
Average Hop distances computed by each anchor i in phase 2
Anchor i
A1
A2
A3

Equation (5) can be re-written as follows:
X = (AT A)−1 AT B

AvgHopDistancei
70.7
73.2
65.2

The unknown node N determines its distance from each
anchor Ai using Equation (2), and the distances computed by
node N is shown in Table 4.
Thus, the node N, which is 3 hop counts away from
anchor A1 determines its distance from anchor A1 as follows:
𝑑1 = ℎ3 × 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒1
𝑑1 = 3 × 70.7 =212.20

that is,

In the similar way, the node N determines its distances
from other anchors A2 and A3.
Table 4
Distance computed by node N from every anchor i in phase 2
Anchor i
A1
A2
A3

Distance(di)
212.1
219.6
130.4

Phase 3: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using multilateration: In this phase, each unknown node
uses multilateration method to determine its location. The
information, that is the unknown node required for this
phase is the coordinates of all anchor nodes and their
distance from each anchor obtained from phase 2 of DV-hop
localization algorithm. The multilateration method works as
follows:
Let (xn,yn) be the coordinates of unknown node N and
(xi,yi) be the coordinates for anchor Ai and let there are total
m anchors. Then, we can get the following system of
equations:
(xn − x1 )2 + (yn − y1 )2 = d1 2
(xn − x2 )2 + (yn − y2 )2 = d2 2
⃛⋮
(xn − xm )2 + (yn − ym )2 = dm 2

(3)

Subtracting all equations one by one by the last equation
in (3), we get the following Equation (4):
2
2
x12 − xm
+ y12 − ym
− d12 − d2m = 2 × xn × (x1 − xm ) + 2 × yn × (y1 − yn )
2
2
x22 − xm
+ y22 − ym
− d22 − d2m = 2 × xn × (x2 − xm ) + 2 × yn × (y2 − yn )
⋮
2
2
2
2
xm−1
− xm
+ ym−1
− ym
− d2m−1 − d2m = 2 × xn × (xm−1 − xm ) + 2 × yn × (y1 −
yn )

(4)

Equation (4) can be written in the form of matrix equation
as follows:

where:

and

x1 − xm
x2 − xm
A =2×[
⋮
xm−1 − xm

B=

x12
x22

−
−

2
xm
2
xm

+
+

y12
y22

The coordinates of the nodes are determined by solving
Equation (6) using the Least square method [4]. The
advantage of DV-Hop Algorithm is that this algorithm is
cost effective and can be used to find the location of all
nodes even if the node has less than three neighboring
anchors as compared to the other range-free algorithms. It is
also much more accurate. The disadvantage of this
algorithm is that it can only be used for isotropic networks
and its accuracy still needs to be considered when compared
with the range-based algorithms as it gives the approximate
location.
Despite the fact that DV-Hop [4] has many points of
interest, there is still much scope for improvement in terms
of localization accuracy. Since the localization accuracy is
affected by the number of anchor nodes and its position in
the network, the distance between the normal nodes and the
anchor nodes. Thus, many improvements are suggested in
the recent years in the literature [5-12]. In the following
section, several improved versions of the traditional DVHop localization algorithms will be further described.
III. IMPROVED VERSIONS OF THE TRADITIONAL DV-HOP
ALGORITHM
In this section, we discuss 13 improved versions of the
traditional DV-Hop localization algorithms proposed in the
recent years to estimate the location of unknown nodes in
WSNs. The first phase in all the algorithms is similar to the
phase 1 of DV Hop Algorithm. Thus, we skip Phase 1 in all
the improved algorithms. The output of the first phase is that
all the unknown nodes get minimum hop counts hi from
every anchor i.
A. An Improved DV-Hop Localization Algorithm
(IDVLA)
In [5], H.Chen et al. proposed a fast, accurate and easy-touse DV-Hop Localization Algorithm (IDVLA), which
improves accuracy as well as coverage. The working of this
algorithm consists of three phases.
Phase 2: Refinement of phase 2 of Traditional DV-Hop
Algorithm: This phase is used to determine average hop
distance by each anchor. Each anchor uses Equation (1) to
compute its average hop distance and broadcasts it to every
other node. The unknown node whose location needs to be
found maintains a table containing average hop distances
from each anchor i. Then it computes the average of these
entire average hop distances to get the average hop distance
using Equation (7).
𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑣 =

(5)

AXn=B
y1 − ym
y2 − y m
xn
], Xn = [y ],
⋮
n
ym−1 − ym
2
ym
2
ym

d12
d22

d2m
d2m

−
− −
−
− −
⋮
2
2
2
2
[xm−1
− xm
+ ym−1
− ym
− d2m−1 − d2m ]

(6)

∑ 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖
𝑛

(7)

Then, each unknown node computes its distance from
each anchor I, using Equation (8).
𝑑𝑖 = ℎ𝑖 × 𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑎𝑣

(8)

Phase 3: Improved phase for determining the location of
unknown node: In this phase, each unknown node
determines its location using 2-D Hyperbolic [5] location
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algorithm instead of the least square method. This method
takes new distances computed in the second phase to find
the location. The whole process is explained in detail in [5].
It is observed that if anchors are deployed uniformly, then
the performance of IDVLA algorithm increases.
Experimental results show that with 10% anchor nodes, the
IDVLA algorithm reaches improved location coverage
about 100% and accuracy is improved by 9% with 5%
anchor nodes [5]. Thus, IDVLA algorithm improves
accuracy and coverage as compared to traditional DV-Hop
Algorithm.
B. Weighted Centroid Localization Algorithm (WCL)
The Weighted Centroid Localization Algorithm (WCL)
was proposed in [6] to improve computational complexity of
DV-hop localization scheme. WCL contains two phases.
Phase 2: Determining the location of unknown node: After
completion of the first phase, in the second phase, every
unknown node computes its location (xu, yu) using Equation
(9).
𝑥𝑢 =
where 𝑤𝑖 =

1
ℎ𝑖

∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊 𝒙𝒊
∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊

, 𝑦𝑢 =

∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊 𝒚𝒊
∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊

(9)

, is the weight of each anchor i.

Experimental results show that the performance of WCL
algorithm is almost the same as that of DV-Hop [4]
algorithm in terms of accuracy. However, the computational
complexity of WCL algorithm is less than the DV-Hop
algorithm, as it contains one less phase than the DV-Hop
algorithm.
C.

An Improved Weighted Centroid Algorithm based on
DV-Hop
In [6], B.Zhang et al. proposed another improved
weighted centroid algorithm based on DV-Hop (IWCL) to
improve accuracy. The IWCL algorithm consists of two
phases.
Phase 1: Determining the minimum hop counts of every
node: In this phase, all unknown nodes try to determine a
minimum number of hops from every anchor and maintain
the hop count table. Then, they sort these hop counts with
each anchor node in ascending order and select a few anchor
nodes whose hop count is quite small.
Phase 2: Determining the location of unknown node: In
this phase, each anchor computes its average hop distance
using Equation (1) and sends this to the unknown node. The
unknown node determines the average of all these averages
of hop distances using Equation (7). The unknown node
then computes their location using Equation (9). The weight
used in Equation (9) is computed using Equation (10).

selected to compute the location of an unknown node is not
mentioned in phase 1.
D. An Improved DV-Hop Localization (IDV-Hop)
In [7], W.Yu et al proposed an improved DV-Hop (IDVHop) localization algorithm which adds a correction step
while computing the distance between an unknown node
and anchor in the second phase in order to improve
accuracy. This algorithm works in three phases:
Phase 2: Determining the distance between an unknown
node and an anchor: In this phase, firstly, every anchor i
computes its average hop distance using Equation (1). Till
now, the steps are the same as that of the original DV-Hop
Algorithm. Now, a refinement is done to improve the
performance of the algorithm. The correction is calculated
by the unknown node N, using Equation (11).
𝑐𝑖 =

𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒

(10)

𝑎𝑣
where 𝑛 = (
) and r is the communication radius of
𝑟
the node.
The simulation results show that IWCL algorithm
performs better than DV-Hop Algorithm in terms of
accuracy. The advantage of IWCL algorithm is that it is
more accurate and less complex as it has only two phases.
The drawback is that the number of anchors needs to be
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𝑟

(11)

where ci is the correction, hi is the minimum hop counts of
anchor i from node N, r is the communication radius and
AvgHopDistancei is the average Hop Distance computed by
anchor i using Equation (1).
Then, the distance between the unknown node N and
anchor i is computed using Equation (12).
𝑑𝑖 = (ℎ𝑖 × 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 ) + 𝑐𝑖

(12)

Phase 3: Determining the location of unknown node: The
third phase is the same as that of the original DV-Hop
algorithm [4]. As in this algorithm, one correction step is
added, thus it increases computational complexity of the
given algorithm to some extent, though the accuracy is
improved over the original DV-Hop Algorithm. The
simulation results show that the accuracy is improved by
1.5% to 4% than the original DV-Hop algorithm by varying
anchor nodes.
E. Hybrid DV-Hop Algorithm (HDV-Hop)
H.Safa et al. [8] proposed Hybrid DV-Hop (HDV-Hop)
localization algorithm to minimize localization error,
flooding and power consumption. In this algorithm, the
authors assumed that anchors are deployed on the perimeter
of the network. The HDV-Hop algorithm works in four
phases. The symbol table used for this algorithm is
described in Table 5:
Table 5
Symbol Table for HDV-Hop Algorithm
Symbol
min(hi)
Gmn

1

1 𝑛
ℎ𝑖

𝑤𝑖 = ( )

(ℎ𝑖 ×(𝑟− 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 )

Pa
HopCount
Table

Description
Minimum hop value from anchor i for given node.
Global minimum neighbor. It is a node which is at
distance of one hop from the given node and has sent
min(hi)
Parent anchor. It is an anchor for which min(hi) value
corresponds.
Table maintained by all nodes containing <i,xi,yi,hi >
values for every anchor i

Phase 1: Determining minimum hop counts, global
minimum neighbor and parent anchor by every node: In this
phase, as in the original DV- Hop [4], the anchors send their
location and hi value to all other nodes in the network. The
unknown nodes maintain a Hop count table having <i,xi,yi,hi
> values for every anchor i. Unlike the first phase of the
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traditional DV-Hop Algorithm, each unknown node also
keeps a record of <min (hi), gmn, pa> where min (hi) is the
minimum hop value from anchor i in its table, gmn (global
minimum neighbor) is one hop neighbor of that node, which
has sent this min(hi) value, and pa (parent anchor) is the
anchor i for which this min(hi) value corresponds. Only
these gmn and pa nodes will be used for communication
with the base station by the given node.
Phase 2: Determining average hop length by each
anchor: In this phase, each anchor computes its average hop
distance using Equation (1) and sends it to the base station
using only anchors. The base station is assumed to be
deployed on the perimeter of the network and can only
communicate with anchors. In traditional DV-Hop
Algorithm, each anchor sends its average hop distance to
every node in the network, but in HDV-Hop algorithm, this
message of average hop distance by the anchor is sent only
to base station using nodes and anchors which come in
between node and base station. This change is made to
reduce flooding and power consumption as now less number
of nodes and anchors are involved in this communication.
When the unknown sensor node detects an event, the node
needs to report this event to the base station. The unknown
node sends the sensed data and its Hop Count table in the
form of a packet to its gmn, which in turn sends it to its gmn
till it reaches its pa. Then the pa of unknown node forwards
this packet to the base station using all the anchors which
come in between pa and base station. The routing protocol is
required for this phase to find the shortest path from the
reporting sensor node to the base station. This phase is
absent in the traditional DV-Hop algorithm [4]. No routing
protocol is required for traditional DV-Hop algorithm also.
Phase 3: Computing location of unknown reporting
sensor node by base station: To get the location of the
reporting sensor node, the base station utilizes the
information containing Hop count table sent by the node in
the form of a packet and computes the distance of a given
node from each anchor, using Equation (2). After computing
all the distances of the unknown node from all the anchors,
the base station uses trilateration method to get the location
of the given node. Unlike traditional DV-Hop algorithm,
which uses linear LS technique [4] for multilateration phase,
this non-linear technique uses the Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) algorithm [8] . The LM technique is used as it gives
the best results in terms of accuracy and is best suitable for
non-linear equations when compared with other
optimization techniques in [8].
The advantage of HDV-Hop algorithm is that it reduces
flooding. The anchors and the unknown node must send the
message to the nodes and anchors, which are connected with
the base station. Most of the computation is now done by the
base station. The simulation and results in [8] show that this
algorithm reduces location error and power consumption
when compared with the original DV-Hop algorithm [4].
The drawback of this algorithm is that anchors and base
station in this algorithm needs to be deployed outside the
network. If base station fails, then this algorithm will not
work. The routing protocol is required to get the shortest
path from the unknown node to parent anchor and to get the
path from anchor to the base station.

F. An improved localization algorithm based on genetic
algorithm (GADV-Hop)
Bo.Peng et al [9] proposed an improved DV-Hop
localization algorithm based on genetic algorithm, called
GADV-Hop algorithm. GADV-Hop uses the genetic
algorithm to improve the accuracy of Traditional DV-Hop
algorithm [4]. It consists of three phases. The working of
GADV-Hop algorithm is as follows:
Phase 2: Determining the distance between unknown
nodes with every anchor: The second phase is similar to the
second phase of Traditional DV-Hop Algorithm [4]. First,
each anchor determines its average hop distance using
Equation (1) and then secondly, each unknown node
computes its distance from each anchor using Equation (2).
Phase 3: Applying genetic Algorithm on each unknown
node: In the third phase, the genetic algorithm is applied to
improve the accuracy of localization algorithm. The genetic
algorithm is discussed in detail in [9].
The advantage of this algorithm is that this algorithm
performs better than the Original DV-Hop algorithm as it
results in lower localization error and is much more stable.
However, the disadvantage of this algorithm is that it
increases its computational complexity due to the genetic
algorithm. It is observed that if the genetic algorithm is
applied to original DV-Hop, then accuracy improves.
G. Hyperbolic DV-Hop Localization algorithm
In [10], G.Song et al. proposed the Hyperbolic DV-Hop
algorithm used to improve accuracy which refines the
second and third phase of the traditional DV-Hop algorithm.
The working of this algorithm is divided into three phases:
Phase 2: Determining the distance between unknown
nodes with every anchor: Unlike the second phase of the
Traditional DV-Hop algorithm, where each anchor
computes its average hop distance using Equation (2), here
in this phase, the unknown node computes the average of all
average hop distances of all anchor nodes using Equation
(13).
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐻𝑜𝑝𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖
𝑚

(13)

where m is the total number of anchors and
AvgHopDistancei is the average hop distance computed by
each anchor i using Equation (2). Then, the unknown node
computes its distance from each anchor i using Equation
(14).
𝑑𝑖 = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × ℎ𝑖

(14)

This refinement is done to reduce the error in computing
average hop distance as now all the anchors are considered
instead of considering the nearest anchor only.
Phase 3: Trilateration Phase: In this phase, Trilateration
technique uses more accurate hyperbolic location algorithm
to compute the location of an unknown node rather than
using LS technique as in the Traditional DV-Hop algorithm.
This hyperbolic location algorithm is explained in [10].
Compared to the original DV-Hop algorithm, Hyperbolic
DV-Hop algorithm has improved the accuracy from 8 to
10%.
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H. Improved Weighted Centroid DV-Hop Localization
Algorithm (IWCDV-Hop)
Hyperbolic-DV-Hop Algorithm improves accuracy to a
small extent, thus in [10], G.Song et al. proposed a second
localization algorithm called as the improved weighted
centroid DV-Hop(IWCDV-Hop) localization algorithm.
This algorithm makes use of a centroid concept to improve
accuracy by a large extent. The IWCDV-Hop Algorithm
works in two phases discussed as follows:
Phase 2: Computing location of unknown node: The
second phase of Original DV-hop is missing in it. In this
algorithm, every unknown node computes its location (xu,yu)
using Equation (15).
𝒙𝒖 =

∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊 𝒙𝒊

𝒚𝒖 =

∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊

∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊 𝒚𝒊
∑𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 𝒘𝒊

(15)

where n is the total number of anchors in the network, and
(xi,yi) are the coordinates of each anchor i, wi is the weight
of anchor i , which is computed using Equation (16).
𝑤𝑖 =

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖

(16)

𝑛ℎ𝑖

This algorithm has a minimum number of steps as
compared with all the previous DV-hop based localization
algorithms. Thus, it reduces the computational complexity
of the given algorithm. In other centroid based DV-Hop
algorithms [20, 21], threshold variable is used whose value
decides the number of anchors used for computing the
location of the node. If the distance of anchor from the given
node is less than the threshold value, then only that anchor is
considered for trilateration phase. For this algorithm,
threshold variable is not required. This algorithm uses all the
anchor nodes in the network to compute the location of an
unknown node which improves its accuracy. The choice of
the threshold value is in itself a very complex problem. As
this algorithm does not use threshold value, this step of
finding threshold value is missing here. Compared to the
original DV-Hop, IWCDV-Hop increases its accuracy from
59% to 63%.
I. CheckOut DV-Hop Algorithm
In [11], L.Gui et al. proposed CheckOut DV-Hop
Localization algorithm in which one more phase called
checkout phase is added to improve the accuracy. In this
algorithm, the unknown node makes use of the nearest
anchor to compute its location. The working of this
algorithm is divided into four phases. The symbol table used
in this algorithm is shown in Table 6.
Table 6
Symbol Table for CheckOut DV-Hop Algorithm
Symbol
Ni
(xi,yi)
Anear
ddv-hop
dnear,i

Description
An unknown node having ID i.
Coordinates of unknown node obtained after the
third phase
Nearest anchor to given node having minimum
number of hop counts from given node.
Distance between unknown node Ni and Anear
computed in the third phase.
Distance between unknown node Ni and Anear
computed using Equation (2).

Phase 2: Determining distance between unknown nodes
with every anchor: This phase is the same as that of the
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traditional one. In addition to this, each unknown node N i
finds the nearest anchor Anear , which has a minimum
number of hop counts from it. Let the distance of an
unknown node from Anear be dnear,i using Equation(2).
Phase 3: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using multilateration phase: This phase is the same as that
of the third phase of the traditional one. Then, the location
of unknown node i is computed using trilateration method.
Let the coordinates of node i computed be <xi,yi>. Then,
each of the unknown nodes i find its distance from its
nearest anchor Anear as ddv-hop.
Phase 4: Checkout phase: One low-computational phase
called Checkout phase is added in this algorithm. In this
phase, the location of unknown node i <xcheckout,ycheckout> is
computed using Equation (17).
ddv−hop − dnear,i
𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑥𝑖 − (
) ∗ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 )
dddv−hop
ddv−hop − dnear,i
𝑦𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑌𝐼 − (
) ∗ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 )
ddv−hop

(17)

where (xanear,yanear) are the coordinates of anchor Anear.
This fourth phase requires small computations, so it does
not really affect computational complexity. The
computational complexity is almost the same as that of the
original DV-Hop algorithm. Checkout DV-Hop Localization
algorithm improves the accuracy by 10 to 25% as compared
to the original DV-Hop algorithm.
J. Selective 3-Anchor DV-Hop Algorithm
L.Gui et al. [11] proposed a selective 3-Anchor DV-Hop
algorithm, which makes use of only 3 anchors to compute
the coordinates of an unknown node. The working is divided
into three phases.
Phase 2: Determining distance between unknown nodes
with every anchor: This phase is the same as that of the
second phase of the traditional one.
Phase 3: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using multilateration phase: The location of an unknown
node is computed by using only 3 most accurate anchors
instead of using all the anchors as in the traditional DV-Hop
Algorithm.
Experimental results show that the use of this algorithm
improves accuracy by 18 to 30% in different scenarios as
compared to the original DV-Hop algorithm. The
computational complexity increases in this algorithm
because of the third step which requires a very complex and
time-consuming procedure to find three most suitable
anchors.
K. Improved DV-Hop 1 Algorithm (iDV-Hop1)
In [12], S. Tomic et al. proposed an improved DV-Hop
algorithm, called iDV-Hop1 algorithm to improve accuracy
in all types of scenarios by using geometry. It consists of
four phases:
Phase 2: Determining distance between unknown nodes
with every anchor: The second phase is also similar to the
second phase of traditional DV-Hop algorithm.
Phase 3: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using multilateration phase used in the original DV-Hop
algorithm: The third phase is also similar to the third phase
of the traditional DV-Hop algorithm. Let (xDV,yDV) be the
nodes of unknown node N obtained after third phase of
original DV-Hop algorithm and (xnear, ynear) be the anchor
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which is the nearest to the given node N having the
minimum number of hops from node N.
Phase 4: Determining coordinates of unknown node using
geometry method: Two circles of radius Rnear and Rn
computed using Equations (18) and (19) respectively, are
drawn around anchor Anear and the unknown node N.
𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 = (𝑥𝐷𝑉 − 𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 )2 + (𝑦𝐷𝑉 − 𝑦𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 )2

(18)

𝑅𝑛 = 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐻𝑜𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 × ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟

(19)

where AvgHopDistancenear and hnear are average hop
distance per hop computed by anchor Anear in the second
phase and the minimum number of hops computed by node
N from anchor Anear in the first phase. These two circles
intersect at two points S1(xs1,ys1) and S2(xs2,ys2). Then, the
coordinates of unknown node N (xiDV1,yiDV1) is calculated
using centroid formula in Equation (20) as follows:
xnear + xs1 + xs2
3
ynear + ys1 + ys2
=
3

xiDV1 =
yiDV1

(20)

The simulation results show that iDV-Hop1 algorithm
improves accuracy up to three times in scenarios with
irregular topology as compared with original DV-Hop
algorithm. However, the iDV-Hop1 algorithm has increased
computational complexity as compared to original DV-Hop
algorithm due to the addition of fourth phase containing
geometry.
L. Improved DV-Hop 2 Algorithm (iDV-Hop2):
In [12], S.Tomic et al. proposed a second improved
algorithm based on geometry to improve accuracy as
compared with the original DV-Hop algorithm for all
scenarios and with iDV-Hop1 for scenarios with regular
topologies. It works in four phases:
Phase 2: Determining distance between unknown nodes
with every anchor: The second phase is also similar to the
second phase of the traditional DV-Hop algorithm.
Phase 3: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using multilateration phase used in the original DV-Hop
algorithm: The third phase is also similar to the third phase
of the traditional DV-Hop algorithm. Let (xDV,yDV) be the
nodes of unknown node N obtained after the third phase of
the original DV-Hop algorithm and (xnear, ynear) be the
anchor which is the nearest to the given node N having the
minimum number of hops from node N.
Phase 4: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using geometry method: In the fourth phase, the unknown
node N first forms two circles and finds two intersection
points S1(xs1,ys1) and S2(xs2,ys2), which is the same as in the
iDV-Hop1 Algorithm. Then, the coordinates of unknown
node N (xiDV2,yiDV2) is calculated using the centroid formula
in Equation (21) as follows:
xDV + xs1 + xs2
3
yDV + ys1 + ys2
=
3

xiDV2 =
yiDV2

(21)

The simulation results prove that the iDV-Hop 2
algorithm has up to 11 % lower localization algorithm than

the iDV-Hop 1 Algorithm and the original DV-Hop
Algorithm. The computational complexity of iDV-Hop 1 is
much more than the original DV-Hop algorithm because one
more phase is using geometry method and it is almost the
same when compared with the iDV-Hop 1 algorithm.
M. Quadratic DV-Hop Algorithm (Quad DV-Hop
algorithm):
In [12], S.Tomic proposed the third algorithm called Quad
DV-Hop algorithm to reduce localization error, in which a
refinement in the third step of the original DV-Hop
algorithm is made. The work of Quad DV-Hop algorithm is
divided into three phases:
Phase 2: Determining distance between unknown nodes
with every anchor: The second phase is also similar to the
second phase of the traditional DV-Hop algorithm.
Phase 3: Determining coordinates of an unknown node
using quadratic program (QP) method: The third phase is
modified to improve accuracy in the Quad DV-Hop
Algorithm. The least squares problem is first considered and
converted into the quadratic program (QP), which is then,
solved using quadratic programming solver. The whole
process is explained in detail in [12].
Simulation results prove that the Quad DV-Hop algorithm
gave better performance in all types of scenarios when
compared with the original DV-Hop algorithm, but it has
high computational complexity due to the use of QP solver.
IV. DISCUSSION AND OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
We reviewed all variants of the DV-Hop localization
algorithms proposed for WSNs in the previous sections. In
this section, we summarize the main features of these
localization algorithms, compare their performances and
reveal some open research issues.
A. Comparison of all variants of DV-Hop algorithms
based on their approaches
In this section, we present the comparison of different
DV-hop based localization algorithms. First, we compare
these algorithms based on their approaches adopted in the
design of the different working phase of the localization
protocol. Next, we present the performance comparison of
these localization algorithms based on different performance
metrics such as computation complexity, accuracy, and
energy consumption.
After an extensive review of all variants [4-12] of the DVHop based localization algorithms, we observed that the
majority of these algorithms are distributed and adopted an
estimation based mechanism for location estimation of the
normal sensor nodes. Distributed algorithm is very useful
for large-scale WSNs where generally online localization
mechanism is more practical and convenient. Among the
surveyed DV-Hop localization algorithms, it was observed
that the first phase in all algorithms is the same as that of the
original DV-Hop [4]. IDVLA Algorithm [5] refines its
second phase by taking the average of the average hop
distances computed by each anchor (refer Equation (7)) and
its third phase by replacing the least square method with a
more accurate 2-D Hyperbolic location method to improve
the localization accuracy. Weighted Centroid method is used
in WCL [6], IWCL [6] and IWCDV [10] and this method
considers weight that depends on hop count, linked with
each anchor to compute the location of an unknown node. In
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IDV-Hop [7], correction value using Equation (11) is
computed and added in the distance computed by an
unknown node from each anchor to reduce localization
error. This modified distance is then used in the third phase
to compute the location of the node. Among all DV-Hop
based schemes, HDV-Hop [8] uses centralized approach for
computation of the coordinates of the unknown sensor
nodes. GADV-Hop [9] algorithm uses a genetic algorithm to
minimize the total estimation error of the localization
problem. However, the computation complexity of the
GADV-Hop algorithm is very high. Hence, there is a tradeoff between localization error and computation complexity
for this scheme.
In Hyperbolic-DV [10], the average hop-size of the
unknown node is calculated as an average of the average
hop-sizes of all the anchor nodes, instead of taking the
average hop-size of anchor node closest to the unknown
node. This approach improves the accuracy of the location
estimation.
Checkout DV-hop [11] algorithm has an additional fourth
phase of Checkout-Algorithm where checkout is applied to
get better localization accuracy. Selective 3-anchor DV-hop
[11] algorithm uses only the three most accurate anchors to
determine the coordinates of an unknown node in
multilateration phase (third phase) instead of using all the
anchors as in the original DV-Hop algorithm. This refined
phase which requires the complex method to select three
anchors among all anchors put an extra burden on the
computational complexity on the algorithm. IDV-Hop1[12]
and IDV-Hop2[12] Algorithms compute location using
geometry methods and have one more phase than other
algorithms. Quad-DV-Hop [12] Algorithm uses QP method
in the third phase which improves accuracy but increases
computational complexity.
We observed that for most of the proposed variants of the
DV- Hop localization, average localization error decreases
as the number of the anchor nodes increases and also it
increases as the communication range increases.
B. Comparison of all variants of DV-Hop algorithms
based on performance metrics
In this section, we present the performance analysis of all
variants of DV-hop based localization algorithms in terms of
different evaluation metrics such as computation
complexity, localization accuracy and energy consumption.
Computation complexity/cost depends on the number of
phases and number of steps in each phase. The more the
number of steps or phases, the more is the computation cost
of localization algorithm. Localization accuracy is the most
important performance metric for comparison of the
localization algorithms. Localization accuracy can be
measured in terms of localization error [22]. The
localization error is equal to the difference between absolute
location and estimated location determined by the
localization algorithm. Due to the limited energy budget at
each sensor nodes, energy consumption is a very important
metric used for comparison of the protocols design for
WSNs. The main component responsible for energy
consumption at a sensor node is due to the communication
unit. The communication cost is determined by the total
number of packets transmitted and received by each node.
Thus, energy consumption can be reduced by reducing
communication overhead between nodes. In Table 7, we
summarized the comparison of all variants of DV-Hop
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algorithms in terms of computation complexity, localization
accuracy and energy consumption.
Among all surveyed DV-Hop based localization
algorithms, we observed that traditional DV-Hop [4]
algorithm has low accuracy compared to all its variants. All
other variants of DV-Hop have been proposed mainly to
improve its localization accuracy. Due to flooding in the
first two phases, the original DV-Hop algorithm consumes
more energy, and thus has a high energy consumption. The
original DV-Hop algorithm has 3 phases; thus, its
computational complexity is in-between all other DV-Hop
variants that have either two or four phases.
IDVLA Algorithm [5] has almost the same number of
phases (=3) and steps, thus it has computational complexity
similar to the original DV- Hop [4]. The use of the average
of Average Hop distances while computing distances by the
unknown node to each anchor in phase 2 and more accurate
2D-Hyperbolic algorithm in phase 3 instead of the least
square algorithm in [5] improves localization error by some
extent (9% given). Thus, IDVLA Algorithm [5] has a
medium localization accuracy. IDVLA [5] uses exactly the
same number of packets for flooding as used in DV- Hop
[4], thus consumes high power/energy. WCL [6] and IWCL
[6] algorithms require only two phases and no packet is
transmitted in the second phase which allows these
algorithms to perform better in terms of computational
complexity and power consumption. The WCL [6] considers
weight as inversely proportional to hop count. The anchor
which is far away from the node will have less impact on the
location of node than the anchor which is close to the given
node. The IWCL [6] uses a weight that not only depends on
hop count from each anchor but also depends on the average
hop distances of all anchor nodes and communication
radius. Simulation results in [6] show that WCL [6] has
almost the same localization accuracy as that of DV-Hop
[4], but IWCL [6] has far better accuracy than DV-Hop [4]
and WCL [6].
IDV-Hop [7] and DV-Hop [4] have equal number of
computations and equal number of packets to be transferred,
but the localization error is reduced in [7] by 2 to 4 percent
(shown in simulation results in [7]), because it adds
correction to the distance computed by node from any
anchor. In HDV-Hop [8] Algorithm, there is no requirement
for anchor nodes to compute average hop distance and for
unknown nodes to compute distances. This burden of
computation is taken by the base station. Thus, HDV-Hop
[8] lessens the transmission of packets to a large extent
which in turn reduces its power consumption. The
localization accuracy is improved to a large extent by using
more accurate technique called LM Complex genetic
method in [9] increases the computational complexity of
GADV-Hop [9] and localization accuracy of the algorithm,
but does not affect power consumption. Hyperbolic DV-Hop
[10] algorithm considers all the anchor nodes instead of few
anchor nodes in computing distance of unknown node from
each anchor and uses more accurate algorithm in its
multilateration phase which results in improving its
localization error by at most 10% (proved by simulation
results in [10]. The same number of computations and
packets to be used in flooding does not affect computational
complexity and power consumption of Hyperbolic DV-Hop
[10] algorithm. IWCDV [10]] Algorithm consumes less
power and has less computational complexity than other
algorithms as it uses fewer packets to be transferred in its
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phases and has only two phases. The localization accuracy
of IWCDV [10]] Algorithm is improved by large extent as it
considers the influence of all the anchor nodes in
determining the location of the node.
Checkout DV-hop [11] improves its localization accuracy
to a small extent by adding low-complexity correction
method in the fourth phase. Thus, there is a negligible effect
on its computational complexity. The flooding that is caused
in the first two phases in Checkout DV-hop [11] is similar to
the first two phases of DV-Hop [4] resulting in its high
power consumption. Various requirements like method to
select three most accurate anchors among all anchors in
[11], geometric methods in [12], QP Solver method in [12]
have adverse effects on Selective 3-anchor DV-Hop [11],
iDV-Hop1[12], iDV-Hop2[12] and Quad DV-Hop [12]
respectively, resulting in their higher computational
complexity.
In Selective 3-anchor DV-hop [11], the three most
accurate (that are very close to node) anchors are selected
and used instead of taking all the anchors to determine more
accurate location of the node. Geometric methods used in
iDV-Hop1 [12] and iDV-Hop2 [12] uses the fact that the
nearest anchor has a major role in determining location of a
node, thus improving its localization accuracy. Quad DVHop [12] uses highly complex, but more accurate QP
method in its third phase resulting in reducing its
localization error. As the number of packets transmitted is
equal in DV-Hop [4], Selective 3-anchor DV-Hop [11],
iDV-Hop1[12], iDV-Hop2[12] and Quad DV-Hop [12], thus
they all have high power consumption.
Table 7
Comparison of all variants of DV-Hop Algorithms

Localization
Algorithms
Traditional DV-Hop
algorithm [4]
IDVLA Algorithm
[5]
WCL Algorithm [6]
IWCL Algorithm [6]
IDV-Hop [7]
HDV-Hop [8]
GADV-Hop [9]
Hyperbolic-DV-Hop
[10]
IWCDV [10]
Checkout DV-Hop
[11]
Selective 3-anchor
DV-Hop [11]
iDV-Hop1[12]
iDV-Hop2[12]
Quad DV-Hop[12]

Computation
complexity

Accuracy

Energy
Consumption/
Communication
Cost

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Medium

High

Low
Low
Medium
Medium
High

Low
High
Medium
High
High

Medium
Medium
High
Medium
High

Medium

Medium

High

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

High
High
High

Medium
Medium
Medium

High
High
High

C. Open Research Issues
We compared some most cited and recent variants of DVHop localization algorithms proposed for WSNs in the
previous sections. In this section, we reveal some open
research issues for further improvement of the DV-Hop
localization algorithms. Among the surveyed localization
algorithms, it is observed that there are some issues apart
from accuracy, computational complexity and power
consumption which need to be considered while proposing a
new localization algorithm. These issues are as follows:

i.

Security issues: DV-Hop localization algorithm
requires flooding of packets between anchor nodes
and unknown nodes. If somehow these packets get
forged or modified, this can lead to wrong location
information of an unknown node. Thus, localization
algorithm should be protected from these attacks.
ii. Coverage: This is equal to how much percentage of
unknown nodes has gained their location information
after the localization process. If the coverage
percentage is good, then the given localization
algorithm is efficient. This is also an important factor
so that more nodes can get their location information.
iii. Compatibility with mobile networks: All these
algorithms are adapted to work in static networks, but
if the nodes are mobile, then these algorithms cannot
be used. Thus, these algorithms need to be adapted
for mobile networks.
iv. Selection of anchors: All above algorithms require
almost all anchor nodes to determine the location of
the node. If somehow some strategies are applied to
reduce the number of anchor nodes, then accuracy
can be improved.
v. Flooding: There is also a need to reduce flooding of
packets as this flooding can cause many problems
such as increased power consumption, collision,
receiving duplicate packets, etc.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reviewed DV-Hop localization algorithm
and its most cited and recent variants with their merits and
demerits since the beginning of 2008. Although DV-Hop
algorithm is preferred because of its simplicity, high
accuracy and use of fewer than three neighbors for any node
to determine its position as compared to other range-free
localization algorithms, but still this algorithm needs
improvement as it has high computational complexity and
consumes more power and still localization accuracy need to
be considered when compared with range-based algorithms.
Further, performance analysis of DV-Hop algorithm and its
variants are discussed in terms of communication overhead,
accuracy and energy consumption. After performance
analysis of these algorithms, we observed that there are
many trade-offs in the parameters. If some algorithm is good
in improving one parameter, it lacks in another parameter.
Thus, no algorithm is good enough to satisfy all the
requirements. Thus, further improvements in the DV-Hop
algorithm is required to meet these requirements. The open
issues are also discussed which need to be considered while
designing a new algorithm.
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